In a second work of the same authors (Garcia et al, 2005) , a general framework is proposed for designing neural network ensembles by means of cooperative co-evolution. The authors state that although theoretically, a single neural network with a sufficient number of neurons in the hidden layer would suffice to solve any problem, in practice many real-world problems are too hard to construct the appropriate network that could solve this problems. In such problems, neural network ensembles are a successful alternative. Nevertheless, the design of neural network ensembles is a complex task. The model proposed in this work has two main objectives: first, the improvement of the combination of the trained individual networks; second, the cooperative evolution of such networks, encouraging collaboration among them, instead of a separate training of each network. Authors concluded that the performance of the model is better than the performance of standard ensembles in terms of generalization error, as well as the size of the obtained ensembles that is also smaller. On the other hand, another example of improving ANN by using CDE is related with implementing ANNs on a parallel or distributed platform to improve the training performance. Some works related with this subject are (Calbert & Guan, 2005) , (Kiran, 2009) and (Wesley-Smith, 2006 ).
Improving CDEs by using ANNs
One of the fields where ANN is used aiming to improve some area related with distributed environments has to do with analyzing and monitoring different distributed sources of voluminous data, multiple compute nodes, and distributed user community. So that a data mining technology designed for distributed applications is required. The field of Distributed Data Mining (DDM) deals with this problem mining distributed data by paying careful attention to the distributed resources. A complete bibliography of DDM-related publications can be consulted in (Liu et al, 2006) . Another field to mention in this section is related with cooperative learning systems based on ANNs. In this regard Cristea and Florea (Cristea & Florea, 1999 ) present a cooperative distance learning system based on the emerging paradigm of intelligent human-computer interaction in which the group of learners is assisted by artificial agents with active role in the learning process. In this research, the tutor in the system may be a human or an artificial agent and the system offers several learning modalities that combine the traditional style of tutorial learning with the "problem based" approach. Moreover, cooperative learning is achieved either by interaction between the student and the tutor or interaction inside the group of learners. On the other hand, an approach for the optimization of the job scheduling in large distributed systems, based on a self-organizing neural network is presented in (Newman & Legrand, 2000) . In this approach, the dynamic scheduling system should be seen as adaptive middle layer software, aware of current available resources and making the scheduling decisions using the past experience. Another example of using neural network in a problem related with collaboration can be consulted in (Blanchard & Frasson, 2002) . In this matter, authors present an architecture aiming to address the collaboration in a learning activity to create groups among students. Authors used a neural network algorithm to obtain homogenous groups. In (Yildiz, 2006) author described a load balancing approach by using graph partitioning and ANNs. The aim of this work is to integrate the successful load balancing decisions of graph partitioning algorithms with the efficient decision making mechanism of ANNs. The author affirms that the results obtained by him showed that using ANNs to make efficient load balancing can be very beneficial due to the fact that, once it is trained enough, the ANN may load the balance as good as graph partitioning algorithms or even more efficiently.
Cooperative environments by using spatial model of interaction
The aim of this section is to present a proposal to represent cooperative environments based on the SMI.
Spatial model of interaction (SMI)
SMI is, perhaps, the most well-known awareness model for multi-user environments. This model was developed between 1991 and 1993 by Professor Steve Benford at Nottingham University's School of Computer Science and Information Technology, Lennart E. Fahlén at The Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS) and John Bowers at The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm (Sweden). Most of the main concepts and ideas of this model emerged from a project, called COMIC, which was a three-year [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] basic research action to investigate techniques and develop tools for large-scale real-world CSCW application developers (Benford et al, 1994) . This project aimed to examine and overcome the practical and theoretical problems limiting effective CSCW product development at that time. One such problem is that simultaneous interaction between all objects is not computationally manageable in any large-scale environment. For this reason, it is important to determine which objects are capable of interacting with other given objects at any given time. As its name suggests, SMI uses the properties of space as the basis for mediating interaction. It was proposed as a way to control the flow of information in the environment. It allows objects in the environment to govern their interaction through some key concepts: medium, aura (Fahlén & Brown, 1992) , awareness, focus, nimbus, adapters (Benford & Fahlén, 1993) and boundaries (Bowers & Rodden, 1993) . This model provides a synchronous method of controlling how users and objects make themselves known to the world and how the world is aware of them. It has been driven by a number of objectives (Benford & Fahlén, 1993 ):
• Scalability: It is based on the concept of aura. Each object has an aura for each medium (visual, audio, text...) in which it can interact, because the aura defines the volume of space within which this interaction is possible. The use of aura facilitates scaling to many users by limiting the number of object interactions that must be considered. This number will be governed by the extent of the object auras and by the population density of the space.
• Interactions: The SMI assumes a space populated by potentially communicating objects. These objects may represent anything: human users or data in a database, for example. The space itself may have any form, for example, a three-dimensional Cartesian space, an abstract higher-dimensional space or a graph. The SMI provides a framework for these objects to manage their interaction, and communication with every pair of objects in the environment. A key component of this management of interaction is the use of the space itself. Thus by controlling their position, orientation, distance, etc., the objects are able to modify their interaction and communication (Greenhalgh, 1994) . (Herrero, 2003) As it was mentioned before, the model itself defines five linked concepts: medium, awareness, aura, focus and nimbus (see Fig. 1 and 2):
• Medium: A prerequisite for useful communications is that two objects have a compatible medium in which both objects can communicate. This medium might include audio, video, graphics and text.
• Awareness: It is the main concept involved in controlling interaction between objects. It quantifies the degree, nature or quality of interaction between two objects. One object's awareness of another object quantifies the subjective importance or relevance of that object. The awareness relationship between every pair of objects is achieved on the basis of quantifiable levels of awareness between them (Benford & Fahlén, 1992) and it is unidirectional and specific to each medium (Benford & Fahlén, 1993 ).
• Aura: In 1992, Fahlén and Bowers defined aura as the sub-space which effectively bounds the presence of an object within a given medium and which acts as an enabler of potential interaction (Fahlén & Brown, 1992) . Once aura has been used to determine the potential for object interactions (see Fig. 2 ), the objects themselves are subsequently responsible for controlling these interactions. "When two auras collide, interaction between the objects in the medium becomes a possibility" (Benford & Fahlén, 1993 ).
• Focus: In each particular medium, it is possible to delimit the observing object's interest. This idea was introduced by S. Benford in 1993 as "The more an object is within your focus the more aware you are of it" (Benford & Fahlén, 1993) , and it was called Focus.
•
Nimbus: similar to what was mentioned above, it is possible to represent the observed object's projection in a particular medium. This area is called Nimbus: "The more an object is within your nimbus the more aware the object is of you". Fig. 2 . Collision of two objects' auras (Herrero, 2003) Therefore, awareness between objects in a given medium is manipulated via Focus and Nimbus, requiring a negotiation process. Considering, for example, A's awareness of B, the negotiation process combines the observer's (A's) focus and the observer's (B's) nimbus. In the words of Benford and Fahlén: "The level of awareness that object A has of object B in medium M is some function of A's focus on B in M and B's nimbus on A in M". For a simple discrete model of focus and nimbus, there are three possible classifications of awareness' values when two objects are negotiating unidirectional awareness (Greenhalgh, 1997) :
The awareness that object A has of object B in a medium M is "full" when object B is inside A's focus and object A is inside B's nimbus (Fig. 3 ).
Peripheral awareness: The awareness that object A has of object B in a medium M is "peripheral" when object B is outside A's focus but object A is inside B's nimbus, or object B is inside A's focus but object A is outside B's nimbus (Fig. 4 ).
No awareness: An object A has no awareness of object B in a medium M when object B is outside A's focus and object A is outside B's nimbus (Fig. 5) . (Herrero, 2003) In the SMI an object can control its awareness in different ways (Benford & Fahlén, 1993) by modifying its own auras, focus and nimbus:
• Implicitly: By moving and changing direction within the space and hence its aura, focus and nimbus.
• Explicitly: By directly modifying the parameters which define aura, focus and nimbus. Fig. 4 . Peripheral awareness (Herrero, 2003) Additionally, aura, focus and nimbus may be manipulated through Boundaries in space.
Boundaries have more importance in structuring social interaction (Bowers & Rodden, 1993) . Boundaries are also a way of structuring space and influencing awareness (Bowers & Rodden, 1993) . Therefore, boundaries "divide space into different areas and regions and provide mechanisms for marking territory, controlling movement, and influencing the interactional properties of space" (Benford et al, 1995) . It is possible to identify several kinds of boundaries:
The boundary blocks the property in question (movement, aura, focus, and nimbus).
Conditionally obstructive: The obstruction can be removed when some condition is obeyed.
• Transforming: The boundary alters the property in some way.
• Non-obstructive: The boundary has no effect on the property. (Herrero, 2003) 3.2 Awareness of interaction and artificial neural network Based on the concepts of the SMI model previously mentioned, Herrero et al proposed an interesting adaptation related with CDEs (Herrero et al, 2007a (Herrero et al, & 2007b . Some minor changes were then proposed by Paletta & Herrero in (Paletta & Herrero, 2008 & 2009a . A distributed environment E contains a set of n nodes N i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and r different types of resources R j (1 ≤ j ≤ r) that nodes can indifferently give. These resources can be shared as a collaborative mechanism among different nodes. It is calculated using (1).
Determines the score for R j to collaborate in N i . It is represented with a value within [0, 1]. The closer the value is to 0 the hardest it will be for N i to collaborate with the necessary R j . The higher the value is (closer to 1) the completer will the willingness to collaborate be. Trying to use an ANN to learn specific situations of the CDE, and therefore take decisions at the basis of these situations, depends on the ability to represent and inform the ANN about the current state of the CDE. Based on the fact that current CDE conditions could be represented by the concepts of N i .Focus(R j ), N i .NimbusState(R j ) and N i .NimbusSpace(R j ), and from these concepts it is possible to obtain the corresponding R j .AwareInt (N a , N b ) , it is possible to identify the following variables:
With these variables and depending of the searched goal, it is possible to define parts of a pattern that can be used as an input in an ANN so that the ANN might learn different scenarios related with the current CDE. Some examples can be seen in the case study presented in the next section, specifically in the topic related with the heuristic-based learning strategies.
The next section explains in detail the AMBAR model, as a case study based on the concepts presented in this section.
AMBAR: A case study
AMBAR was proposed as a learning collaboration agent-based model for distributed environments endowed with heuristic-based strategies. This was done aiming to take into account the information of awareness' collaborations occurring in the environment for achieving the most appropriate future awareness situations. AMBAR is structured by the following elements (see Fig. 6 ): 1. The awareness representation and collaborative process.
2. An architecture (SOFIA) used for designing the intelligent agents known as IAAwareness. 3. A negotiation mechanism to deal with saturated conditions. 4. A mutual exclusion strategy to synchronize the use of critical sections. 5. A load-balancing strategy (CAwaSA). 6. A communication protocol that allows agents to exchange messages and hence interact with each other. 7. Heuristic-based learning strategies (CAwANN). 
Awareness representation and collaboration process
Awareness representation is defined as was explained in Section 3.2. Any node N a in the distributive environment is endowed with an IA-Awareness agent, that has the corresponding information about E, i.e.: N a .Focus(R j ), N a .NimbusState(R j ) and N a .NimbusSpace(R j ) for each R j . The collaborative process in the system follows these steps: 1. N b must solve a task T by means of a collaborative task-solving process making use of the resources R 1 ,…, R p , so that, it generates a N b .TaskResolution(R 1 ,…, R p ). 2. N b looks for the current conditions to calculate the values associated to the key concepts of the model (Focus, NimbusState and NimbusSpace related to the other nodes), given by
This information is used to decide the most suitable node with which to collaborate related with any resource R j (by using the load-balancing strategy CAwaSA). Nodes in this environment respond to requests for information made by N b . This is done through the exchange of messages between agents (by using the communication protocol). As a final result of this information exchange the model will calculate the current awareness levels given by R j .AwareInt(N i , N b ) as well as the collaboration score
is the most suitable to start the collaborative process (greatest score). Then, N a will be the node in which N b should collaborate on resource R j . 4. Once N a receives a request for cooperation, it updates its Nimbus (given by N a .NimbusState(R j ) and N a .NimbusSpace(R j )). In like manner, once N a has finished collaborating with N b it must update its Nimbus. The IA-Awareness agent, that each node in the system has, is designed to take into account the following considerations/features: 1. While each node may have different agents / processes, the IA-Awareness is the one that handles and manages the collaboration process; moreover, it learns to collaborate. In this sense, any need for cooperation from a source that is currently running on the node needs to communicate through the IA-Awareness service TaskResolution(R 1 ,…, R p ). In response to this service, IA-Awareness returns a list of p nodes, one for each resource R j , better suited to collaborate with the current node in relation with the corresponding R j . 2. There are services (abilities) that report on current levels of Focus(R j ), NimbusState (R j ) and NimbusSpace(R j ) for a specific resource R j . 3. Once all the necessary information is achieved, the search for the most suitable nodes to collaborate related with any R j is done by using the service FindSuitableNodes(R 1 ,…, R p ). 4. When conditions on the environment are not appropriated enough to establish a collaboration process (N i .NimbusState(R j ) = Null for most of the N i , R j ), the nature of the node N b ,initiating a collaborative process to answer a N b .TaskResolution(R 1 ,…, R p ), can lead to having no options, so that N b can start a negotiation process that allows for N b to identify new candidates to collaborate with. The detection of this saturated conditions is accomplished by using the service IsOverloaded(N, R). 5. The initiation and completion of the collaboration associated with the resource R is achieved through the implementation of services StartCollaboration(R) and EndCollaboration(R).
The agent architecture
SOFIA (SOA-based Framework for Intelligent Agents) Herrero, 2009d and 2009e) is the architecture used to design the IA-Awareness agents used in AMBAR. It focuses on the design of a common framework for intelligent agents with the following characteristics: 1) it merges interdisciplinary theories, methods and approaches, 2) it is extensible and open as to be completed with new requirements and necessities, and 3) it highlights the agent´s learning processes within the environment. SOFIA's general architecture contains four main components (see Fig. 7 ): 1. The Embodied Agent (IA-EA) or the "body": It is a FIPA-based structure (FIPA, 2002b) because it has a Service Directory element which provides a location where specific and correspondent services' descriptions can be registered. The IA-EA encloses the set of services related to the abilities of sensing stimuli from the environment and interacting with it. 2. The Rational Agent (IA-RA) or the "brain": This component represents the agent's intelligent part and therefore, it encloses the set of services used by the agent to implement the process associated with these abilities. It is also a FIPA-based structure. 3. The Integrative/Facilitator Agent (IA-FA) or the "facilitator": It plays the role of simplifying the inclusion of new services into the system as well as the execution of each of them when it is necessary. The basic function of the IA-FA is to coordinate the integration between the IA-SV and the rest of the IA components. This integration is needed when a new service is integrated with the IA and therefore it is registered into the corresponding Service Directory, even when an existing service is executed. 4. The IA Services or "abilities" (IA-SV): It is a collection of individual and independent software components integrated to the system (the IA) which implements any specific ability either to the IA-EA or the IA-RA. 
The negotiation mechanism
The negotiation mechanism included in AMBAR consists of three elements (Paletta & Herrero, 2010b ) (see more details below in Section 4.6): 1) a heuristic algorithm used for deciding the most suitable node to initiate negotiation based on current conditions; 2) a heuristic method to accept/decline a need for collaboration during a negotiation; 3) a protocol for exchanging messages between agents. The basic idea is to find / identify a node N that might will be a potential candidate to negotiate with, taking into account the possibility of making changes in its Nimbus in relation with the resource R. N can then collaborate with this node in relation with R. "Potential" means that N accepts i.e. the negotiation is successful.
The mutual exclusion mechanism
The nature of a node initiating a collaborative process to answer a TaskResolution(R 1 ,…,R p ), provokes a change in the conditions of the collaboration levels of the environmental nodes involved in the process. Since this information is required by the process of taking action, the levels of collaboration between the nodes turn into a critical section, so that a mutual exclusion mechanism is required. The strategy used in AMBAR is a variation of the NaimiTréhel's token-based algorithm (Naimi et al, 1996) . In the AMBAR token-based approach (Paletta & Herrero, 2009b) , the token travels with a queue Q which has the nodes that require the exclusive use of the critical section and haven't been able to satisfy that need.
The load-balancing strategy
Having a set of p resources R j (1 ≤ j ≤ p). For each resource a particular node must identify the most suitable other node in the environment with which to collaborate according to the corresponding resource. "Most suitable" means that it should consider the following assumptions: 1. The node N b that seeks collaboration should be on the Focus of the node N a that needs to be identified, i.e. N b ∈ N a .Focus(R j ). 2. The score of collaboration given by N a .CollaborativeScore(R j ) must indicate the full readiness to collaborate on R j (value equal or close to 1). 3. The selection must be done so that there will be a load-balancing process distributed equally among all possible nodes with which to collaborate. This should take into account the current environment conditions given by N i .NimbusState(R j ) and N i .NimbusSpace(R j ) ∀i,j 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r. 4. The answer must be given in a dynamic way and in a reasonable amount of time (preferably at the same time as the request is generated). The strategy used to solve this problem is based in the Simulated Annealing technique (Kirkpatrick, 1984) (Metropolis et al, 1953) which is a generalization of a Monte Carlo method that searches for a minimum in a more general system forming the basis of an optimization technique to solve combinatorial and other problems. This strategy is called CAwaSA (Collaborative Distributive Environment by means of Awareness and SA) and its results can be found in (Paletta & Herrero, 2009c ).
The communication protocol
Messages for AMBAR-based agent interaction are defined according to the FIPA performative (FIPA, 2002a) and used for: 1) querying the current conditions of each node in the environment given by its Focus/Nimbus; 2) performing the mutual exclusion mechanism; 3) performing the negotiation mechanism; and 4) informing the initiation and completion of the collaboration associated with a particular resource. There are a total of ten different messages.
The heuristic-based learning strategies
An IA-Awareness has learning abilities and in AMBAR the element that has these abilities are known as CAwANN. This strategy combines Neural-Gas (NGAS) (Martinetz & Schulten, 1991) , Radial Based Function Network (RBFN) (Lingireddy & Ormsbee, 1998) (Shahsavand & Ahmadpour, 2005) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Haykin, 1998) ANN-based models aiming to cover different aspects in the learning capabilities of AMBAR: 1) a supervised-based method for learning for learning how to collaborate based on levels of awareness; 2) an unsupervised-based method for selecting a potential candidate to negotiate on saturated conditions; and 3) a supervised-based method to learn the decision whether or not a node must change the information that describes its current conditions related with collaboration. Just as a quick reminder, NGAS is a Vector Quantization (VQ) (Kohonen et al, 1984 ) (Makhoul et al, 1985 ) (Nasrabadi and Feng, 1988) (Nasrabadi & King, 1988) (Naylor & Li, 1988) technique with soft competition between the units. VQ is the process of quantizing ndimensional input vectors to a limited set of n-dimensional output vectors usually generated by clustering a given set of training vectors. The goal of clustering is to reduce large amounts of raw data by categorizing it in smaller sets of similar items. On the other hand, radial based functions were originally developed to discuss problems involving the adaptation of irregular topographic contours through a series of geographic data. ANN's based on this technique (RBFNs) are among the best choices in models out there as an alternative to achieve excellent results in alignment of data caused either by stochastic or deterministic functions (Jin et al, 2001) . Finally, MLP is one of the most used neural models for implementing a variety of problems.
Learning levels of collaboration
This process is about learning the association between the current status of the environment, given by N i .Focus(R j ), N i .NimbusState(R j ) and N i .NimbusSpace(R j ) , a n d t h e l e v e l s o f collaboration obtained from that specific situation, given by the N i .CollaborativeScore(R j ) (∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n; ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ r). The ANN used in this solution, called ANN-C, has 2 inputs and 1 output (see Fig. 8 ). The output relates to the learned value of N a .CollaborativeScore(R j ). The inputs correspond to the following items: 1. Nst as is indicated in Section 3.2. 2. AwI as is indicated in Section 3.2. To differentiate one resource from another, given the fact that each node can have a different treatment in the levels of collaboration, the IA-Awareness has a different ANN-C j element for each resource R j . This is an important aspect because: 1. Each resource can be trained separately from the rest. 2. The training process is less complex and, therefore, it is expected to obtain a higher quality in the response given by each ANN-C j . 3. The model is expansible because new ANNs can be added when a new resource has to be incorporated into the environment. 4. Each node has a particular set of ANN-C j , i.e. IA-Awareness of each node trains and uses certain ANNs according to the particular handling a node wants to give to each resource R j , making the collaboration model more flexible. Since each ANN-C j has two inputs, each of them with three possible values, there is a total of nine possible patterns for training by combining the Nst values (0, 0.5, and 1) with the
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AwI values (0, 0.5, and 1). Moreover, this strategy is implemented by using the MLP and RBFN models (see Section 5 for details). The basic idea is to train both ANNs and each time the ANNs are consulted about a specific situation, one of them will choose from the two possible responses taking that which originates from the ANN that has achieved a minor error in the training process (it is represented with a "?" in Fig. 8) . The ANN-C j training is performed automatically after new patterns have been stored on the IA-Awareness agent. 
Learning saturated conditions
The objective in this part of the process is to find / identify a node N that might be a potential candidate to negotiate with, taking into account the possibility to make changes in its NimbusState and NimbusSpace in relation with the resource R. N can then collaborate with the identified N node in relation with R. "Potential" means that the negotiation is successful, i.e. that N accepts.
To achieve this goal a competitive-learning-based strategy was defined aiming to correlate current information of the nodes in the distributive environment based on clusters. Therefore a NGAS-based algorithm is used. The decision that the node must make consists on identifying the node closest to the hyper-plane defined by the space given by the current environment conditions. In other words, it is necessary to determine the winning unit by testing the NGAS with the environment. The goal of this learning process is 1) to cluster the input data into a set of partitions such as the intra-cluster variance which remains small compared with the inter-cluster variance, and 2) to estimate the probability of the density function. This clustering scheme seems possible as we expect a strong correlation among the awareness information involved. In CAwANN the NGAS-based ANN used is identified as ANN-G. The input vector is defined as the same as the ANN-C j (being Nb the node that requires collaboration on a set of services and therefore the one that sends the N b .TaskResolution(R 1 ,…,R p ), for each N a ≠ N b ): 1. Nst as is indicated in Section 3.2. 2. AwI as is indicated in Section 3.2. Therefore, the input vectors for this problem have 2n elements, being n the number of nodes in the environment. If N a = N b then Nst = AwI = 0. Patterns for learning are obtained either by those scenarios that have been stored during the dynamics of the distributed environment, or by an automatic generation, mostly random.
Learning the decision to alter the current condition
The latter case of ANN-based learning strategy is similar to that used with the ANN-C j . In this case it has one ANN-D j for each resource R j . There are three inputs and one output. The output s ∈ [0, 1] represents the decision i.e. it is accepted if s ≥ 0.5, and declined otherwise. Inputs are as follows: 1. A value PhyAsp(S j ) ∈ [0, 1] that indicates the level of physical availability of the resource R j . This physical aspect is related to the current conditions of the resource and the node's physical ability to actually be able to collaborate on the basis of this resource. For example, the maximum size of a service requests queue, the physical feature of a hardware related with the resource (CPU, memory, communications ports, and others), among others. 2. A value equal to 1 if N b ∈ N a .Focus(R j ), being N b the node that requires the decision, and N a the node that should make the decision. If N b ∉ N a .Focus(R j ) then the entry is 0. 3. A value equal to NcoNR / TNco(R, N) which represents a logical aspect that deals with the relationship that N b might had had in the past regarding a collaboration process. The idea is to reward those nodes N b who collaborated in the past with N a and are now requiring collaboration with N a . NcoNR is the number of times a node N (node that requires the decision) has collaborated with the current node (node that should make the decision) related to resource R. TNco(R, N) is calculated by following (4). value between [0, 1] which expresses the percentage of current use of the node in relation to R. A value equal to 1 which means that R is being used at its maximum capacity (it is saturated). Furthermore, each node N keeps the nxr matrix Nco whose elements Nco ij matches the number of times the node N i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) has collaborated with N in relation to the resource R j (1 ≤ j ≤ r). This information as well as N.Focus(R j ) are used to calculate the logical aspects needed for taking a decision. The training of the ANN-D j is performed automatically after a new pattern has been stored on the IA-Awareness agent. An ANN-D j is considered trained when a proper number of patterns has been stored and used. As happens with the ANN-C j , the ANN-D j are trained and used by using both MLPs and RBFNs strategies.
Evaluation
In summary, and as it can be seen in Fig. 8 , CAwANN strategy is the combination of the ANN-C j (1 ≤ j ≤ r), the ANN-G, and the ANN-D j (1 ≤ j ≤ r) previously explained. It was implemented using Java. Its evaluation was conducted in a TCP/IP-based LAN (Local Area Network) which assumes that each node (PC) can directly communicate with any other node. The experimentation was conducted by simulating different scenarios aiming to rate the capability of the method used for managing the growth of the nodes in the different conditions of the environment. The scenarios were defined by changing the quantity of nodes/PCs n (agents) as well as the number of resources r according to n ∈ {4, 8} and r ∈ {2, 6, 10}. Therefore 6 different scenarios were simulated: 1) n = 4, r = 2; 2) n = 4, r = 6; 3) n = 4, r = 10; 4) n = 8, r = 2; 5) n = 8, r = 6; and 6) n = 8, r = 10. Moreover: 1. The hardware platform of the PCs was the same for all the nodes: Intel T2600 (2.16 GHz) with 2 GB RAM. 2. The initial condition of the distributed environment for each scenario (N i .Focus(R j ), N i .NimbusState(R j ) and N i .NimbusSpace(R j ); 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ r) was randomly defined by considering the following: one node belongs to the Focus of another node with a probability of 0.75 and to the Nimbus with a probability of 0.85. 3. All N b nodes execute an automatic process that generates N b .TaskResolution(R 1 ,…,R p ) by randomly selecting the involved resources from the 50% of the total resources in the scenario. 4. PhyAsp(R j ), ∀j 1 ≤ j ≤ r were randomly initialized. 5. The parameters used for configuring the NGAS-based ANNs (i.e. the ANN-G) are the following: ε(0) = 1.58; ε(T) = 0.02; ρ(0) = 5.59; ρ(T) = 0.07. In fact, a genetic program was used to find the best configuration to deal with this problem. The network was trained with T = 40.000 signals. 6. The MLP-based ANNs were configured as follows: the transfer function used is the sigmoid; additional to the input and output units the topology has one hidden layer with two units; the learning rate is equal to 0.125; momentum (Phansalkar & Sastry, 1994 ) is used with a rate equal to 0.9. 7. The RBFN-based ANNs were configured by using a genetic program to find the best configuration to deal with this problem. Especially regard to the range of initialization of the connections' weights and the learning factors. Only one hidden unit is used. Aiming to measure the effectiveness (θ) and efficiency (ξ) of the learning strategy, expressions (5) and (6) Table 1 shows the measures obtained after a simulation of 120 minutes for each scenario, and Fig. 9 shows the effectiveness and efficiency related with these measures. According to these results it is possible to make the following observations and/or conclusions: 1. The efficiency remains stable at a high value. Therefore the learning process shows to be faster. 2. Both effectiveness and efficiency have a similar trend of behavior. 3. The variation in the number of nodes hasn´t a particular tendency to improve or worsen the effectiveness. 4. The variation in the number of resources has a tendency to undermine the effectiveness. 5. The average effectiveness is 0.86 and the average efficiency is 1.00. It is important to stress that, due to the fact that it is a learning-based mechanism from past situations, it is assumed that, as there is much more to learn, the metrics associated with it must be improved.
An example
This section follows an example of using AMBAR, and therefore CAwANN in real applications. This example is related with prediction of banking fraud. It represents a distribute system in which financial and national security institutions intervene with the purpose of detecting possible bank frauds during a financial transaction. The main objective of this application is to uncover bank frauds before these occur. This process benefits certain financial institutions, and their respective clients, that are related to transactions that involve money withdrawals and can be susceptible to fraud. For example, assuming that the cashing of a fraudulent check inside a bank when the information presented, included the signature, is false or non valid, goes undetected before the cashing of the check then there will be a loss of money that can put the financial institution and its clients in jeopardy. According to the experience suffered by financial institutions located in countries where this type of fraud is common, the majority of these fraudulent cases are carried out by the same group of thieves. If this is true then it is possible to try to uncover the fraud through the identification of people that has committed this type of fraud before. It is also known that in the majority of cases thieves won't come back to the same financial institution that was robbed so as not to be identified by the employees that work in the institution or by the surveillance systems employed. In the same order of ideas, recently people involved in frauds is identified automatically by the use of biometrical techniques and the existence of data bases that associate this person with any other biometrical structure like finger prints, facial features and signature just to name a few. These data bases can be used from public offices of national security (such as police departments and other departments related) and financial institutions that have adopted biometrical techniques as part of their technological solution for banking fraud. By using biometrical techniques this institutions hold biometrical information of all of the financial institution's clients and of the people that, at one time, committed fraud in the institution. With this in mind the following inquires are presented: -How to have online access to the data bases of national public offices such as police departments? -How can different financial institutions that cannot stand the biometric technology benefit themselves?
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How different financial institutions can share data bases so that thieves that are registered and identified in a certain community can be easily identified trying to commit the same crime in another community? To solve these questions and to satisfy the main objective of the problem previously described a distributive collaborative environment is developed designed to be used by financial institutions and national public offices. For this, it is possible to use AMBAR. The collaborative distributive environment E is formed by the nodes N i that represent the following items: 1. Financial institutions that use biometric technology. 2. Communities that do not possess biometric technology. 3. National and State Public Offices that are in possession of data bases of current thieves. 4. Public institutions that do not manage biometric technology but require it as an activity to satisfy particular objectives. The resources R j are equivalent to their own purposes for the usage of the biometrical technology (enroll, identify and certify) that are associated to each one of the technologies (finger print, face and signature). Related to this the next 9 resources are encountered: -R 1 , R 2 , R 3 : enroll, identify and certify a finger print respectively. -R 4 , R 5 , R 6 : enroll, identify and certify a face respectively. -R 7 , R 8 , R 9 : enroll, identify and certify a signature respectively. It is interesting to mention that if another biometric metric, different from finger print, face or signature, existed it is only necessary to add to the collaborative distributive environment new resources that are able to support the different abilities for enrolling, identifying and certifying the new metrics. Within the same order of ideas, when it is said that N 3 .Focus(R 2 ) = {N 1 , N 4 } this is really indicating that when the system associated to N 3 has the necessity of identifying a finger print (R 2 ), N 3 could then ask N 1 and N 4 for collaboration. N 1 and N 4 are supposed to be nodes that possess data bases of finger prints and the abilities to achieve R 2 . The expression N 4 .NimbusState(R 2 ) = Medium indicates, not only that N 4 possesses the ability to make R 2 , but also, in that specific moment, N 4 is already collaborating in the making of this ability and is able to make it for longer. Speaking of N 4 .NimbusSpace(R 2 ) = {N 3 } it is essential to make clear that in that specific moment N 4 is working on a process of identification of finger prints (R 2 ) due to a request of collaboration made by N 3 . Learning capabilities with CAwANN in this particular example means: 1. To learn the better options to ask for collaboration (enroll, identify and certify a finger print, a face, or a signature) needed for doing financial transactions. "Better" in this case means trying to detect and avoid a possible fraud. 2. To learn about better options for selecting a potential candidate to negotiate on saturated conditions and try to avoid delays in the completion of the financial transaction. 3. To learn the decision of whether or not a node (financial institution, society, public institution or office) must change the information that describes its current conditions related with collaboration.
Comments related to the ANN
This section was developed aiming to present some aspects related to the way in which the ANN was used in the case study presented in the previous section. One of those aspects deals with the use of both models MLP and RBFN in those cases where a supervised ANN is required.
Since not all problems can be treated the same way there is always the question: "what model should be used to treat a particular problem?" the advantage of using both models is to exploit the benefits of both of them to obtain the best results. The idea related to the previous subject is very simple: There are two ANNs, one of them related to MLP and the other to RBFN. Both ANNs are designed so that the inputs and outputs are the same. Both ANNs are trained at the same time and using the same patterns and the last training error obtained is saved. When an answer is required to a specific situation, both ANNs are consulted with the same input and only that ANN whose last training error is smaller is chosen as the right output.
On the other hand, depending on the problem and specifically on the number of different input patterns, the ANNs can be trained automatically by counting the number of situations that have occurred in the environment related to that problem, every new situation corresponds to a new pattern to be considered for the following training. When the count reached a predetermined number then training is working automatically. For supervised ANN a non ANN-based alternative to obtain the answer it is required to define the training pattern completely. Finally, and due to the fact that CDE are dynamically continually changing, having multiple small ANNs is better than having only a larger ANN. As a first consequence, the training process is less complex and, therefore, it is expected to obtain a higher quality response. Moreover, changing on the environment can be handled properly by adding / removing the necessary o corresponding ANNs.
Conclusion
Collaborative Distributed Environments (CDEs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can relate to each order to improve either the ANN performance or any other process relative to the distributed environment. In this regard, theoretical aspects of the Spatial Model of Interaction (SMI), and particularly in the awareness concept are used in this chapter to define an ANN-based learning strategy aiming to improve cooperation/collaboration in CDEs. In fact, the awareness concept quantifies the degree of collaboration needed or occurring over a particular resource between a pair of nodes in the environment. This information, as well as the information related with the CDE current condition, can be used as the input of any ANN defined to deal with a particular situation or problem in the CDE. As a case study, the chapter presents some details of AMBAR (Awareness-based learning Model for distriButive collAborative enviRonment), and more specifically, the particular element called CAwANN (Collaborative Distributed Environment by means of an Awareness & Artificial Neural Network strategy), which has been designed with the objective to learn from different types of awareness as well as from previous collaborations that were carried out in the environment to foresee future collaborative/cooperative scenarios. The results obtained show that the learning strategy has an average efficiency of 100% and an average effectiveness of 86%. 
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